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Editorial PS

Many thanks to all contributors: Pamela Carr, David Corner,
Jenny Cox, Peter Dyson, Valmai Goodyear, Anne Gregson,
Jeremy Hague, Bruce Thomson, Adrian Waters.

Please note the new address where all membership information has to go
from now on. The ICA committee had a special meeting in Swaledale at
which almost all committee members were present. A unique event to be
able to actually see and meet.
Including the overseas members of the committee, Michel and myself.

In this issue unfortunately no article Web's Wonders or the Concertina
Chat but next time more.
Continue to keep an eye on the website because there is a new tune
every month and other up to date information can be found there,
including interesting links to websites and short interviews with intersting
people.

I decided to publish the long report of Bruce Thomson entirely because
he is very faithfully reporting on his learning process and will continue to
do so. As you can read I have given him some advice and we shall find
out if that was useful in next Concertina World.

And please can you help me find contributions on the subjects of Irish
music (concertina playing) and the South African concertina music and
playing. Maybe you can contribute something yourself.

Now it is time for summer holidays and after that I hope to see many of
you at the Annual General Meeting on 6 November 2010 in Nottingham.
See page 36 for more information and also in October on the website
www.concertina.org.

I do hope you enjoy reading Concertina World and look forward to all
contributions.

Pauline
<>
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CONCERTINAS IN JAPAN
Jeremy Hague

Shortly before my recent holiday to Japan, ICA Chairman Jon McNamara
challenged me to find concertinas – a Herculean task you might think!
However, on my first night I found myself in The Hartford Café, an
Aladdin’s cave of vinyl in Shinjuku, Tokyo. Prompted by a photo of my
Wheatstone, Mr Yanagisawa, the owner, disappeared behind the bar and
emerged triumphantly with a John Kirkpatrick and Sue Harris album. This
was followed by Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger’s “Manchester Angel”
and “A Tale of Ale”, a Free Reed recording of British drinking songs.

My next face-to-face encounter was with a Lachenal Anglo sitting proudly
in a museum display cabinet in Nagasaki. The museum was housed in a
former dock house of the Mitsubishi Company, which had once been used
for sailors’ lodgings. I wonder what sorts of tunes were played on it?

But my best concertina encounter by far – and an absolute highlight of
my holiday – was a meeting with Miho Tohmatsu (Mipo when she
performs) and Minako Orikasa, two keen English concertina players from
Tokyo. I first saw Miho playing on the video sharing web site YouTube
and wrote to suggest a meeting. Miho is an accomplished fine artist, but
also a musician and keen concertina player for the past six years, Miho
enjoys traditional music from Japan and Europe, as well as composing
her own work. But where did she learn about the English concertina?

Miho also plays the accordion and had been looking at accordion music on
the internet when she stumbled across this small and versatile
instrument called the concertina. Having looked at both Anglo and English
systems, Miho felt that the English would be more suited to playing
Japanese traditional music, so the choice was made. You might think that
concertina playing, combined with a growing interest in European
traditional music is a fairly recent Japanese import. However, Miho
informs me that about 70 years ago, concertinas were extremely popular
in Japan, particularly with market traders. Vegetable sellers would often
play instruments, especially accordions, to attract customers to their
stalls. However, concertina playing was a great way to stand out from the
crowd and attract people to buy your produce.

Nowadays it appears as though there is a quite a concertina revival going
on. A music shop in Tokyo sells German and Italian made instruments
and there has been significant interest. Not everyone finds the
instrument easy, though, and I’m told there is a healthy supply of
second-hand instruments for sale on internet auction sites.
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Both Miho and Minako (who is a keen beginner, having played the
concertina for about a year) have a concertina teacher, Miyuki Miura, who
is planning to publish a book of music arranged for the concertina, this
summer; the first ever in Japan!

Through YouTube, Miho’s playing has been seen and discussed by
concertina players across the world. Her main musical collaborator in
these films is ‘Macky’, a musician she first saw playing on the day that
she bought her concertina. While, Miho tells me,  she was a little bit
hesitant, she introduced herself and they began to share their interests in
music, Django Rheinhardt in particular.  The partnership really got off the
ground two months later when they met again at an exhibition of
traditional Japanese painting.

Mipo¶Macky, as they are jointly known, have played together twice a
month for the past six years and currently concentrate on writing their
own compositions.

Since spending a very memorable afternoon in a sunny Tokyo park with
Miho and Minako in April, we have written and shared music many times.
I’ll be very interested to hear how concertina playing grows in Japan and
will look out for the forthcoming music book. Who knows, we may have
to develop a Japanese branch of the ICA?

In the meantime, you can enjoy Mipo¶Macky’s playing and Miho’s art
work, at the following internet links.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WH2Bc3iN7qA

http://homepage3.nifty.com/mipoona/

NB. An extract of this article appeared previously on the ICA website.<>

Concertinas at Witney 25 - 26 September 2010, at Henry
Box School, Witney

Concertinas at Witney is on September 25 - 26th, at Henry Box
School, Witney, near Oxford, with a superb group of tutors -
Jenny Cox, John Kirkpartick, Jody Kruskal, Tim Laycock,
Dave Townsend and Steve Turner. More details on the
enclosed leaflet and the website: www.handsonmusic.org.uk.
There will also be the usual Friday night gathering (dotty
session) at the Holly Bush courtesy of the ICA, organised by Jon
McNamara.
More information about the Friday night at www.concertina.org
in September 2010. <>
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Swaledale Squeeze May 14 - 16, 2010

Pamela Carr

Having been for the first time in 2009, I looked forward to the Swaledale
Squeeze almost from the turn of 2010!

At last it was time. I left mid-morning from Edinburgh, too early, but it
seemed a lot further than it really is. It was a beautiful day, and a
glorious drive down the A1 past lovely East Lothian Beaches, past Holy
Island in Northumberland, past Newcastle, through Scotch Corner and
finally into the Yorkshire Dales. What a reminder of how lovely Great
Britain is!

Arriving mid-afternoon, I’d expected to one of the first, but the little car
park was nearly full.  So after a few hellos and a wee blether, it was off
to the lounge to play mazurkas and the odd polska with a few kindred
spirits! (Hint to the organizers - how about sessions on mazurkas,
waltzes and polskas at a future Swaledale Squeeze?)

And then we were off for the full Swaledale experience - super supper,
reunions with friends and past roommates, and a really lovely session in
the Lounge. I promised several people  that I would give them a
recording / dots for the waltz I played at one point - Sommervals (which
I didn’t know at the time is by Ale Moller of Frifot.) The dots below were
found on the internet - and you can hear it as a song and tune on
YouTube performed by Frifot from their Flyt album.

Saturday morning started with breakfast, and Jane Edward’s welcome
and introduction, and then the full programme of workshops began. So
many choices, so little time! I can only comment on the high spots of my
weekend.

Rob Harbron’s workshops were a delight. He’s developed a unique
bellows style, which he explained in his “Playing the Whole Instrument
(English”), and which has given me much room for thought and a a lot to
work on!
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Michael Hebbert’s Espressivo workshop included some lovely tunes and
an interesting discussion of ornamentation and regional playing styles.

Pauline de Snoo’s Dynamics & Musical Interpretation workshop was a
really hands-on affair! We spend most of the time working on Berceuse
by Frank Bridge, a real sight-reading challenge. With Pauline’s
encouragement, we tackled playing  with a full dynamic range, often
playing individually - scary but very rewarding!

Saturday night we headed off to the Reeth Memorial Hall for the ceilidh. I
played in the ceilidh band on stage which is always good craic, and many
thanks to Carolyn Wade for organizing us and to Dave Turner for calling
the dancing and organizing the spots. It was great to see so many folk up
and dancing, and the lovely “spots”! I heard that there was a great
session afterwards, but I was too tired by then for anything more than
bed.

Sunday morning came too early! But another lovely breakfast and a quick
walk into the hills had me ready for a couple more workshops. Dave
Turner’s Early Music workshop was lovely - some really beautiful tunes
played in harmony. We could have carried on all day. Last workshop of
the “Squeeze” for me was Rob Harbron’s Building Accompaniments to
Songs & Tunes.  This was a big, mixed workshop with players of all
levels. Very interesting and lovely to hear the final arrangement, but I
think it will be along time before I can make my fingers do what my mind
wants!

The afternoon concert was great - it was so lovely to hear the tutors play
on their own, and in combinations. Paul Walker and Rob Harbron playing
together was a real high spot, as was John Kirkpatrick’s classical piece,
and Harry Scurfield’s singing, to just mention a few.

Many thanks as always to Jane Edwards and her partner Dave - we all
appreciate the huge effort you put into the Swaledale Squeeze. I’ve come
away with loads to learn, lots of good memories, and am already starting
to look forward to next May!<>

Swaledale Squeeze 2011, 12-15 May and 2012, 18-20 May

Organisers

Jane Edwards

and her partner and
assistant Dave :
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Miichel (webmaster ICA) from Belgium and Johan from the Netherlands
playing with a lot of concentration:

                            Below Carolyn Wade; the leader of the band:

There are always some who will be camping, no matter what the weather
is and they have the most wonderful view
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Interview Tom Cunliff

PS (I think all members are interesting)

Tom writes: I'm not sure that I'm a very interesting member of the
ICA and would be perfectly understanding if as editor you decided
not to go along with this article once you have seen my answers.  I
am also a fretted instrument player, particularly mandolin and
classical guitar.  I love the concertina however and perform
occasionally at my local folk music club and also take a great
interest in the history and repertoire of the instrument.

WELL HERE GOES WITH FIRST QUESTION.

How long have you been playing the concertina (what type) and
how long  have you been a member of the ICA and what do you
expect of the ICA  and/or what has it offered to you since you were
a member?

I have been a member of the ICA for about 5 years, and my main
interest in the Association is the Concertina World magazine which
is uniquely interesting and never ceases to amaze me for its depth
and scholarship, together with practical articles about playing
techniques and news of what's going on in the concertina world.

Although I don't go along to meetings of the ICA (we only have the
AGM but support others, PS), I am a keen member of Bryan Creer
and Valmai Goodyear's Concertina's Anonymous monthly meetings
in Lewes.  It is a joy to go along and play parts with other
concertina players, and we also benefit from occasional workshop
days.  The last one I attended was led by Alistair Anderson, and I
am also going along to Stever Turner's workshop in February of this
year.  I think the main thing I would like to see from the ICA is
digitisation of its wonderful library (I know this is underway) so that
I could search and download music on demand.  There is an
excellent example of what can be done at the Werner Icking Music
Library

http://icking-music-archive.org/index.php

However I fully understand the vast amount of work which would be
involved in this and in the meantime I make do with the Concertina
World Music Supplement which never fails to provide something of
interest in every edition..

So here goes next question
You have been a member of the ICA for 5 years. Does that mean
you have been playing the concertina since or only just before that
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time. How did you come to play the concertina at all since you are
playing mainly fretted instruments. The sound is quite different.
What do you like most and what not about the concertina?

I learned to play the English Concertina about 30 years ago, when I
bought a Gremlin model, from the Hobgoblin Music Shop in
Crawley.  Like many people, I taught myself using Alistair
Anderson's Concertina Workshop book and record and remember
being delighted with tunes like Sir Sidney Smith's March (still a
favourite) and Barrington Hornpipe.

However my interest waned after two or three years, and I reverted
to my first love, the classical guitar, which held my interest for
many years, until about seven years ago, when by looking at
antique concertinas on ebay, I began to recover my interest in the
instrument.  After purchasing a Jackie 35 button model from Wim
Wakker, I quickly regained my earlier skills and soon found myself
wanting to play an antique model with concertina reeds rather than
the accordion reeds of the Jackie.  My wife, who is a much better
ebayer than me, soon found me a Lachenal student model (with
note names carved onto the top of the ivory buttons).  I had this
restored and tuned up by Andrew Norman, and began to develop
my playing in various directions, such as Northumbrian music and
also Scandinavian Polkas.

My friend Barry Irwin (also a member of ICA), then managed to get
hold of two Lachenal Edeophones from the grand-daughter of a
Yorkshire miner who had owned them for many years.  Barry had
them both restored (again by Andrew Norman) and then kindly
allowed me to buy one of them from him for the price he had paid
for it.  I well remember the thrill of going up to Barry's home to
take delivery of my beautiful Edeophone, which sounds so rich and
powerful compared with my earlier purchases.

Although the mandolin and guitar take up most of my playing time,
I find I can relax with the concertina and produce some very
satisfying sounds from it which make a welcome contrast to the
sometimes over-fussy, delicate music of the classical guitar and
mandolin.  The concertina lets me let off steam and produce much
more "earthy" music.  I particularly enjoy playing at my local folk
music club and also at Concertinas Anonymous at Lewes.  I see
learning classical guitar and mandolin as rather solitary pursuits but
I see the concertina as a sociable instrument which comes into its
own when playing along with other people.  The concertina
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communicates as soon as you play the first note.

3. I like your conclusion that the concertina is a very sociable instrument.
Does this mean also maybe because you play a different/other style of
music on it than on the classical guitar?

I live in an area where there is a much larger number of concertina
players than anywhere else I have lived.  East Sussex has a strong folk
music tradition and many folk music clubs.  I now know a good dozen or
so concertina players, whereas I know very few serious players of
mandolin or guitar.  Perhaps it is for this reason that I find the concertina
to be a "sociable" instrument, but also because concertina players seem
to be people who enjoy gathering together and swapping tunes and
sharing techniques.

Although many people came to the concertina through folk music, I find
an increasing interest in concertina music of the past, and also in new
arrangements of tunes composed for other instruments.

As a player of the English system, I find song accompaniment rather
difficult and I know other English players struggle with this.  And yet the
English concertina is beautifully matched to the voice and can interweave
subtly with most melodies.  I am looking forward to attending a workshop
in Lewes next month in which Steve Turner will be teaching us how to
develop this aspect of our playing.

Question 4.
Do you expect to learn to play chords for song accompaniment or maybe
a style that is often also used on piano or guitar which does not entail
chords but also counter melody like things.
Since you play classical guitar you may be more familiar with melodic
playing but often chords are used too I think ( I am not a guitarist)
Maybe you have heard others accompany voice on concertina?

I think the concertina can be used for song accompaniment in a variety of
ways

- chords can be used to accompany the melody line
- counter-melody can be played alongside the melody line of the song
- linking passages of melody can be played between lines or verses
- for modal sounds, a drone effect can work quite well

I have heard many people accompany songs on the concertina.  Excellent
examples are
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Steve Turner http://www.steve-turner.co.uk/   (click on Steve's Music)

Iris Bishop - who you interviewed in the latest edition of CW.  She does a
marvellous job on the new Elsie's Band CD

Many many more of course!

5. Which one of those ways of accompaniments are you using and; or
which one do you want to learn?

I think the chordal accompaniment with linking passages is what I'm
planning to do.

This is all quite new to me as I enjoy playing solo concertina pieces,
particularly more intricate tunes which take a lot of learning.

I was interested to hear on a  radio programme that the great players of
Northumbrian smallpipes of the last century such as Jack Armstrong and
Billy Pigg were very influenced by radio music.  It was not unusual for
them to come home from work and listen to a classical concert on BBC
Radio 3.  This led to a very eclectic style of music quite unlike other "folk"
music.  You can hear the results in the complex descending runs and the
elaborate melodies in their playing.  I also appreciate concertina players
for their willingness to try anything.  Despite the predominance of folk
music in the repertoire, I hear people playing jazz standards like "A
Nightingale Sang in Barclay Square", or classic songs from the past.  For
example, Steve Turner's new album contains a fine version of Handel's
Where're You Walk. The concertina lends itself to many styles of music
and few non-players realise that the English system is a fully chromatic
system with a range of 3.5 octaves.  It really does have remarkable
potential for playing quite complex and demanding music and we need
more composers like Simon Thoumire for example,  whose "Music For a
New Scottish Parliament" shows the concertina's capabilities.

6. Can you tell me more about this composition of Simon Thoumire
"Music For a New Scottish Parliament"?

While Simon appears at first hearing to be a traditional Scottish musician,
listeners rapidly here that there is something much more subtle going on
here.   While basing his music on the tradition, he actually goes far
beyond it to produce something quite new, with jazz influences and even
touches of modern classical music.  His virtuosity, particularly in his
playing of harmonies and rapid note-repetition enables him to use his
musical imagination to compose pieces which are beyond the scope of
most players.
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Its rather like what I was saying earlier about the Northumbrian
smallpipe players.  They mix up various styles of music to produce
something new and quite unique to them.  Its my experience that great
musicians always innovate.  They don't just play what's given to them
but move beyond it to produce something totally new.
The whole piece is played by the Simon Thoumire orchestra on this album

http://www.footstompin.com/products/cds/music_for_a_new_scottish_pa
rliament

A review said

"Thoumire's jostling blend of traditional music, jazz and pop influences
creates a dynamic collage of styles and moods, discordant, harmonious,
jubilant and reflective by turns, energised throughout by its author's bold
vision and fertile musical imagination"

The March from Music for a  New Scottish Parliament played on
concertina accompanied by piano is on Simon's album - Big Day In - see

http://www.footstompin.com/products/cds/the_big_day_in?opath=%2Fm
usic%2Fmodern%2Fthe_big_day_in

7. Can you add a little review when you have been to Steve Turner's
workshop?

Review by Tom:
What a privilege to hear Steve Turner demonstrate his art to us
(about 15 concertina players), in the Elephant and Castle pub on
Saturday  20 February.  The day started with Steve giving us some
singing exercises and telling us about the importance of
"dipthongs".  I think most of us felt that we needed to learn more
about singing.  Steve told us that we would not be able to accompa-
ny ourselves until the we had practiced the concertina part until we
knew it so well that it just couldn't go wrong.

We learned about using triplet arpeggios, chords and runs, and also
the importance of matching the tune to the accompaniment.  Sim-
plicity is important and the accompaniment should serve the song,
not the other way round.  Steve taught us about a song being a
"package" - a beginning, a middle and an end, with every bit of it
practiced and delivered as a whole.

Interestingly, Steve thinks that the treble English concertina and
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the Anglo are not the ideal instruments for song accompaniment.
He believes that a baritone or tenor treble is more suitable.  I think
many of us could see his point when hearing him play, but with con-
certinas being such expensive instruments, adding another concerti-
na to our collections is not always practical.

As always, a day of concentration on music left us feeling elated and
inspired and we went home determined to practice more and to lift
our playing up to the next level.

Tom’s Website:  www.southcoastsounds.org.uk <>

Martin Henshaw in an unusual place with his concertina.

Steer-riding!! Do you ave any pictires of unusual concertina
playing?? Please mail them to the editor.<>

Looking for Articles about Irish Concertina music and or playing
and South African Concertina playing.

One of our members, David W. Mouwry from Penrith wrote a letter by
snail mail and asked me if it was possible to publish something on Irish
Music. So I am trying to find someone to write about it. Do you have
anything to say, please do let me know.

Also something on the playing of the concertina in South Africa.

In the books by Dan Worrall there is a lot on these subjects but I will not
copy any of that and am interested to hear if anyone of you has different
or new interesting facts to add.<>
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John Kirkpatrick “The Dance of the Demon Daffodils” Fled 3075

Review by Peter Dyson

This latest CD offering from John Kirkpatrick is not all concertina (some
other squeeze boxes sneak in here and there), but it is all John
Kirkpatrick (he wrote all the tunes and he plays all the instruments,
sometime more than one a time --- there are no guest musicians), and it
is all instrumental (there are no songs this time out).

Some of the tunes have been recorded before, by John and by others,
some see the light of day here for the first time. I am not going to go
through the CD track by track (for a complete track listing, go to
Fledg'ling Records at www.thebeesknees.com), but some of the tracks
are so brilliant they deserve a special mention. “Puddlegum's
Misery/Accordionism/Jump at the Sun” starts out as you might expect,
but at the end of “Accordionism”, the music pauses with what sounds like
four air buttons. Who knew that air-button exhalations could be musical,
or at least rhythmical ? The solo bass concertina starts “Jump at the
Sun”, in all its wheezing, clattering best; it is a wonderful sound. Then
the other instruments come in to take us through the tune. The air
buttons make a welcome reappearance at the end of the tune. (You will
find the music for “Puddlegum's Misery” in the Music Supplement to
Concertina World 445, Spring 2010, along with a load of other great
music.)

In a totally different mood, “Shiner” is a slow lament, written for anglo
player Andrew Blakeney Edwards, and beautifully played here with a
great deal of feeling.

All the dance tunes are played at John's characteristic loping tempo, but
there are also lots of gracings and embellishments which are played
blisteringly quickly. John takes good advantage of studio technology to
occasionally double-track instruments on some tracks, and to switch
quickly between different instruments on others, all of which gives a
great deal of light and shade to the sound on the CD. The elongated fade
out on the last tune,”Fishing on a Bicycle” gives the impression of John
walking away from the listener, finally disappearing across the fields, but
still playing as he goes. The CD booklet gives background to the tunes,
and sometimes explains the idiosyncratic tune titles. The CD plays for a
generous hour and twelve minutes.

For the latest news and John's gig listing, go to
www.johnkirkpatrick.co.uk;  In North America, you can buy the CD from
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The Button Box (www.buttonbox.com) or from Elderly Instruments
(www.elderly.com).<>

An interview with John Kirkpatrick will appear in a future Concertina
World. See also the press release later on about his new book full of
interesting music. PS.<>

Dugald McNeill

David Corner

The singer in the photograph, Dugald McNeill,
made a number of recordings on the Beltona label see raretunes.org.  In
response to an article on the Beltona record label in the "Scots
Magazine", his grandson wrote:

I have in my possession an album of 12 78s recorded by my
grandfather, Dugald McNeill, who was known as the "Gospel
Caruso".
Dugald was a singer in a small "Evangelical Party" consisting of
his brother, Duncan, who was a Baptist Minister, and two
nephews, John, the pianist, and Duncan jnr., the concertina
player.
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STEEL SKIES with ALISTAIR ANDERSON at the Lewes Saturday
Folk Club

Saturday 19th. March & Sunday 20th. March 2011

TWO DAYS OF WORKSHOPS plus PERFORMANCE

Valmai Goodyear

Alistair Anderson's first major composition Steel Skies was described by
the Guardian as "the finest recent original contribution to the tradition of
English music".  It is a suite of pieces based on traditional forms and in-
spired by the landscapes and townscapes of his native area of Newcastle
and Northumberland.  A new CD has recently been released.

This is a very special opportunity to spend two days working on the music
of Steel Skies under Alistair's direction, with a final performance early on
the Sunday evening. Admission to this will be free with a charity collec-
tion. The full performance takes just under an hour, so there should be
time for an informal session afterwards.

On the Saturday evening, Alistair will also be the guest performer at the
Lewes Saturday Folk Club.

Alistair Anderson has been at the forefront of the performance of tradi-
tional music for over three decades. Internationally acknowledged as the
leading performer on the English Concertina, he has taken the music of
Northumberland to new audiences around the world, touring extensively
throughout Europe and has no less than 35 tours of America to his credit.
As well as championing the traditional music and musicians of the area,
he has a growing reputation as a composer of new music rooted in the
local traditions. He also plays the Northumbrian pipes. He founded the
Newcastle University Traditional Music Degree course and remains one of
the most uplifting and inspiring performers of the music.

Lewes Saturday Folk Club,

Elephant & Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ
http://www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/
Residents: Bryan Creer, Dave Earl, Sandra Goddard, Valmai Goodyear,
Suzanne Higgins, Steve & Diane Nevill, George Oakley, Robert O'Mahony,
Denise & Stuart Savage, Derek Seed

One day: £30. Two days: £50.
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Steel Skies performance on Sunday March 20th: free admission with
charity collection (informal session to follow).

Alistair's Saturday evening performance at the Lewes Saturday Folk
Club:£5 for workshop participants, £5 for non-participants.

N.B. It's too early to take formal bookings, but if you'd like to go on the
Interested list please let me know

(valmaigoodyear@aol.com. Valmai Goodyear, 20, St. John's Terrace,
Lewes BN7 2DL UK, 01273 476757)<>

Maidstone Music Festival Saturday 27 November 2010

Adrian Waters

Maidstone Music Festival will take place on Saturday 27 November 2010,
and includes classes for accordion, concertina, and harmonica. Oliver and
I took part last year and it was a lot of fun. There are classes for all ages;
as solo, duet or ensemble. This is a real chance to showcase the concerti-
na (in all its myriad flavours) and I would commend it to your readers.
The full syllabus is available at
http://www.maidstonemusicfestival.org.uk/syllabus.pdf.

The adjudicator for the accordion, concertina and harmonica classes is
OWEN MURRAY. Owen Murray was born in Scotland and studied with
Mogens Ellegaard at the Royal Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen.
He graduated in 1982 and returned to Great Britain where he cam-
paigned, through his playing and teaching, for the acceptance of the ac-
cordion at conservatoire level. In 1986 he was invited by the Royal
Academy of Music to establish an accordion department and was appoint-
ed professor, the first appointment of its kind in the UK. The conferment
of an HonRAM in 1993 - the Academy's highest honour - is testimony to
Owen's success on the concert platform and pays tribute to the success
with which he has fully integrated the accordion into the life and work of
one of the world's leading music conservatoires.

Also some of your readers may be interested in an Accordion Work-
shop on Saturday 27 November 2010 at 2.00pm, a workshop, for both
teachers and players of the accordion, given by Owen Murray. With a
maximum duration of two hours the workshop will cover: aspects of in-
strumental technique; performance preparation, including mental prepa-
ration; repertoire; educational possibilities with accordion as one's main
instrument; the Trinity/Guildhall grade examination syllabus as a
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professionally designed structure for teachers and students - the only
Government accredited accordion syllabus.

Admission £5.00. Tickets available in advance or on the day from Festival
Secretary Robert Greenham (copy addressee) <>

Next Hawkood Concertina Band Weekend
28 - 30 January 2011

Jenny Cox

I am going to continue to restrict the number of players to 40 (= 35
"tickets" plus Steve Ellis, Dave Townsend, Ruth Hunt (percussion) and
Peter and myself).

I'll again start with a "priority booking" list of experienced players known
to me. I will notify people on the list individually in October 2010. No one
can book or reserve a place for January 2011 Hawkwood before then.

I don't want Hawkwood to be totally closed to people not on the "priority
booking list", so for a few weeks I'll reserve a couple of places for other
concertina musicians who can convince me that they have sufficient
experience of working with a conductor, and playing music in different
keys, some of it quite hard.

Please note there are now concertina-band-playing units at Concertinas
at Witney (last weekend in September), Kilve (October and March),
Swaledale (May), some of the Festivals, and several local groups round
the country. All of these can give good experience and training to people
who fancy playing in a band.

Jenny Cox bandstand@coxboxes.co.uk

(0117 962 9931 leave a message) <>

See earlier Concertina World Magazines for reviews of previous weekends

PS.
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SPARE PARTS CONCERTINA SESSIONS @ UK FOLK FESTIVALS
in 2010

Valmai Goodyear

Spare Parts (that's Bryan Creer, our fearless Treasurer Suzanne Higgins
and me) are running concertina part-playing and general English tunes
practice sessions at a few festivals this year. By the time you get this
edition of Concertina World we'll already have done the Gosport & Fare-
ham Easter Festival and also the Chippenham Festival at the end of May,
but we'll be girding our loins to make a nuisance of ourselves at four
more over the summer.

It's possible to come to the workshops and sessions without a full festival
season ticket - festivals don't charge very much for this sort of thing, and
you can just pay on the door.

We always put the music we're going to use on our band website in ad-
vance as .pdfs, midi and Noteworthy Composer files. Even if you aren't
coming to the sessions you're very welcome to download it to play with
friends; have a look at it from time to time and try it out. There will be
three-part arrangements of mainly traditional dance tunes and also some
popular English session tunes. The website is
http://www.sparepartsband.co.uk/. I think I'll send Jon McNamara a
specimen (arrangement, that is) for the next music supplement.

If you aren't quick on your feet you may bump into us at

Crawley Folk Festival, Sussex, 25th.-27th. June (www.hawth.co.uk)

Folkstation, Isle of Wight 9th. - 11th. July,
(http://www.folkstation.co.uk/)

Whitby Folkweek, Yorkshire (21st.- 27th. August,
http://www.whitbyfolk.co.uk/index.html)

and Tenterden Folk Festival, Kent (30th. September - 3rd. October
(http://www.btinternet.com/~folkspots/trust/fest10/index10.htm#top)

Valmai Goodyear
valmaigoodyear@aol.com  tel. 01273 476757 <>
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Getting There ( for S.E.)

Jenny Cox  07.10.2009

Whatever tunes you’re going to play,
this is my way to start:
for making music in a band
means playing with skill and heart.

Get expert help when you go to buy
your instrument of choice.
Prepare to practise, study hard.
You’ve made a start – rejoice!

How to make the separate sounds?
Start learning this by rote:
your concertina keyboard code,
which stud to press per note.

And every note has length and pitch,
position on a stave.
You’ll learn to make them stop and start,
get soft or loud, behave.

Think you can count? Buy metronome.
It’s really, really hard.
Practise rhythms, reading rests,
until your brain feels scarred.

But notes don’t plod along, they flow,
in patterns, groups and phrases,
giving structure and expression
that pleases and amazes.

You’ll need dexterity and strength,
arpeggios and scales,
tutors, sympathetic friends,
persistence when all fails.

And finally, the crucial skill
of listening precisely
to what you play and how it fits
with other parts so nicely.
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For making music on your own
and playing well is grand
But best is the conducted joy
of being in a band. <>

S.E. Is Steve Ellliott the conductor of the band at Hawkwood. An
interview with Steve has been published in CW 437. PS

My University Music Course

Anne Gregson

This is my sixth article about being a mature student doing a BA in music
at Bath Spa University part-time.   I’ve taken 2 years over being a first
year and it’s now June of my second first year and this is the last week of
term.  This Friday we’ll have the Gala Concert which attracts lots of
mummies and daddies who will be taking their talented children back
home on the following morning.

Before I talk about where concertinas have featured, I’ll tell you about
some of the other things I’ve been up to since my last article.  I’ve
watched a student performance of Mozart’s Don Giovanni.  I’ve sung with
the choir in Mozart’s Requiem at Wells Cathedral and also in Handel’s
Zadok the Priest and Howard Skempton’s The Flight of Song at Bath
Abbey as part of Bath Festival.   We played Javanese music on the
gamelan, also as part of the Festival, and we’ve sung madrigals in the
beautiful Iford Gardens close to Bradford on Avon, where I live.  I’ve also
given a recital of three classical songs.  However of all the concerts I’ve
attended as part of the audience those that fascinated me most were the
ones containing compositions by other students, some of which are really
brilliant and in a variety of styles, including jazz.

I have just completed and handed in a performance diary giving details of
all the ensembles and concerts I’ve performed in or watched, both in and
outside of the university.  I bet mine’s the only one that includes things
like playing for morris dancing and playing in a procession with George
and the Dragon (and what a beautiful green dragon he was too with a
long tail and smoke coming out of his nostrils).

A few weeks ago, a media student called Keely asked for someone to
provide some spooky music to accompany 3 short documentary films she
was producing about Somerset legends.  The legends were about (1) the
dancers at Stanton Drew, who turned to stone because they danced after
midnight, which took them into the Sabbath, accompanied by the Devil
himself on fiddle; (2) The witch who lived in Wookey Hole; and (3) the
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ghost of a tealady who apparently haunts the café at Taunton railway
station.  I adapted something I’d already written for the Wookey Hole
film, another music student called Eva helped by arranging one of my
tunes for the Taunton film, and we recorded Corrie, the local violin maker
and fellow folkie, playing one of my tunes on the fiddle for the Stanton
Drew film. We are hoping the films will be used in Visitor centres.  If
you’re curious you can view them on the following website
www.somersetmyths.co.uk

I’ve taken the opportunity to play a concertina in front of the students a
few times and even got one or two of them playing a bit.  Most weeks we
have a song class and I brought out my soft brass-reeded old
Wheatstone baritone to accompany myself singing.  This went down very
well as many of the students had not seen a concertina before and were
fascinated, and I heard the word “cool” used to describe it.  A few weeks
later I persuaded one of the students who’s a violinist to play one of my
songs called “The Fiddler” with me in performance lecture in front of all
the first years.  The Fiddler is a song where the fiddle part is as important
as the voice and once again I played that soft baritone as well.  Although
the concertina took a supporting role behind the voice and the fiddle it
still attracted attention.

One of the pieces we did in our experimental music group is called
Beauty and Industry by Joseph Kudirka, which involved each player
playing a note or chord for as long as possible e.g. the length of a violin
bow stroke or how long it takes the concertina bellows to open or close.
The player is then silent for the same amount of time before the next
note or chord.  We found that playing chords on the concertina sounded
particularly good because it held the other sounds together.  I taught two
of the students to play various chords on the concertina and we used my
3 concertinas (the Wheatstone baritone, a modern Morse baritone which
has accordion reeds, and an Aeola) all at once for performances in two
concerts.

However to me the highlight of my concertina playing with the university
course so far has got to be as part of a small group of musicians led by
the composer Judith Weir improvising with an Indian storyteller called
Vayu Naidu performing at Bath Festival.  The ensemble consisted of Vayu
telling the story of the Flamingo and Swan, with Judith on synthesiser,
Verity on clarinet, Megan on flute, Lawrence on guitar, Frankey on guitar
and voice (without words) and me on the Wheatstone baritone (again).
Although none of us were ever quite sure what we or any of the others
were going to do at any given time we all listened intently to each other
and to the story and the whole thing seemed to gel together and flow
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very nicely.  Anyway Judith seemed very pleased with us afterwards, as
was Charles, the Head of the music course.

Next term I will be a proper second year student and from now all my
marks will go towards my degree.  One of the modules I shall be doing
next year includes pairing up with another student and we teach each
other to play our instruments.  Hopefully that means that some lucky and
talented young person is about to learn to play the English concertina.
Watch this space for my next article.<>

Bruce Thomson’s Continuous Reporting on his Learning Progress

MID-FEB REPORT OF PROGRESS

FORTY TWO DAYS WITHOUT MISSING A PRACTICE

Hi folks, this is day 42 of two half-hour practices every day since Jan 3.
As an experiment in self-motivation, I'm creating my own lessons rather
than following a book. The habit of practice is now well established. On
Tuesday I go for a job interview. That job would greatly challenge my
ability to practice as much (another town and home, full-time work
instead of off-work). If interested you can see my ability so far at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqljMjbFEok. Note: before starting I
already could read simple treble clef music and play guitar and bluegrass
banjo.

PROGRESS IN TWO WEEKS

I'm determined to persevere though. In the past two weeks the
improvements are:
- Playing reasonably smoothly from music notation the song "The Dying
Stockman" (which I could only stumblingly do before).
- The painfully slow 'Ashokan Farewell' tune, chords-only, is now almost
fast enough to accompany someone else playing the tune.
- The C scale is reasonably quick, from very bottom to very top of the
keyboard.
- The A scale is bumblingly possible, but not well enough to put into the
YouTube video. My accordion friend here, Nigel, told me to just do lots of
scales, and I think he's right. I'm doing scales - looking at the visual
maps until I get confident enough to start doing them by 'feel'. I've
created a colourful keyboard map of it, attached, in case it's useful to
anyone.

ENJOYMENT OF PRACTICING - TWO MORE IDEAS
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The last report recommended the policy of finishing with an enjoyed
activity - so your remembrance of the practice will be pleasant, making
future practice more attractive. This time the most important discoveries
have been:

(a) Enjoyment of practices is much better if you divide the 'work' into
very modest little pieces of repetitious learning that are achievable quite
quickly. For example, if you're learning to read music, just attempt three
or four bars of the tune, rather than stumbling on confused by all the
content of the whole tune. Repeat the little piece until you really
'succeed' - getting the pay-off satisfaction. If you're learning a scale, just
repeat the first four notes of it, over and over until you've triumphed over
it. You shift your focus firmly onto the actual, happy learning goal rather
than the slow-dragging clock waiting for the practice to be over with. You
won't procrastinate as much because you have small but clear victories
you want to have.

(b) For practice, choose tunes, or even exercises, that actually sound
really nice to you - rather than just being boring sequences of notes. Use
your favourite tunes, or even create small, pleasant sounding' sequences
to do repetitiously. Pop songs, anything you love.

PROGRESS AT END OF FEBRUARY

Hi folks. Two more weeks - that makes fifty two days without missing a
day of practice yet.

Progress seems meagre, but steady. I can do the scales of C, D, A and G,
and Ashokan Farewell, the chords, is almost fluent. I can play 'Dying
Stockman' without reading the score, and am starting to add a few
harmony notes to make it more colourful. If you don't believe me, go
and see me at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ljOEh0jyTo0. It's
pretty terrible, but it is proof.

'END POINTS' - FOR INCREASING FOCUS AND MOTIVATION

The best 'strategy discovery' lately has been those 'end-points' (mini-
goals to achieve within a practice - rather than just flogging myself to do
tedious chore practice). For example, in a practice, deciding to attempt to
conquer the A scale, or even half of it, and then proudly ticking it off, or
maybe the first few bars of some music notation. If you can,
choose/make practice material that's actually nice to hear rather than
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boring ritual. These days, instead of watching the clock as much, I find
myself almost looking forward to achieving specific small victories - even
going over time if the goal seemed almost within reach. I admit though,
that I've somewhat exchanged 'procrastination rattiness' with 'not-got-it-
yet rattiness' (which I prefer however).

OTHER STRATEGIES

From that business magazine, they said 'job satisfaction' (including
practice) arose also from a few other things - task definition (being clear
what you're trying to do, and why), skill variety (switch activities to
maintain interest), and social interaction (get people involved if you can,
in ways that are fun).

LEARNING SCALES - SOME HANDY IDEAS

Attached is the much-visually-improved 'map' of the scales for A, C, D, G,
E, F. (The start note is very bright, the sharps and flats more distinct,
etc.) If you have a good look at any map, you'll think of useful 'rules' or
'patterns'. There's useful symmetry such as sameness of patterns, or
mirror-imaging, that make them easier to learn. The visual aids with
distinctive colourful emphasis have helped me a lot.

MAKING TIME FOR PRACTICE

Well, tomorrow I start a 3-month work contract in Wellington doing
technical writing for the Internal Affairs Department. Unsure how I'll
manage to maintain the practice regimen, but I'm determined to try.

REPORT FOR MID-MARCH

PLAYING ON THE RAILWAY PLATFORM AND IN THE PARK

Hi folks, I still have not missed a practice in about 91 days, but not as
easy while working contract in Wellington. In the days away from home,
often commuting, I take the concertina with me to the railway station,
sometimes I play on the platform as I wait for the train, or after arriving,
hide behind parked pickup trucks, or on park benches. A woman
befriended me because of it. At lunchtime at work I go out to a car park
and sit on the case playing scales or singing to chords. When I'm late
home, I groan when I have to play well past bedtime, knowing I'll suffer
'sleep agony' at my desk next day. But I'm resolved not to break my
perfect record so far if I can help it, and the music and progress reward
me. My workmates (by good luck they're mostly guitarists, who operate
an IT helpdesk) asked me to play, but, grinning immediately told me to
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shut up because it was too loud - they couldn't hear their callers on the
phones.

JUNK QUALITY ACCORDION

The accordion I've got is a cheap 'Sunny' brand I got from eBay for about
$US285. It's bearable, but I'm hoping later that a better quality one will
be easier to play. Some notes have to be forced, others are plain out-of-
tune. One thumb strap stretched all wonky, spoiling accuracy, so I had to
spend an hour taking the thing apart to get at the inside screws and
replace with proper leather. I love the look and sound of some of the
good quality accordions I see on YouTube.

CHORDS TO SING TO

Attached is a new, pretty colour map of the main chords, in bright
colours. I hope to do others just the chords needed for a particular song.

VIDEOS ON YOUTUBE

If interested, you can see this report's loony YouTube videos at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgiwwjn6VvA (playing 'The Little Fish',
an Australian folk song, and
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1iMjWX7MV20
(singing 'The Grey Funnel Line' to chords). I'm at last starting to be able
to play somewhat without thinking, which is my goal - I want the
concertina to be as much a part of me as my voice, both producing a
tune easily if I know how it sounds, and eventually being able to add
good harmony as notes or chords. There's marvellous French tunes I
know, and Celtic, English trad, Aussie and Kiwi folk songs. Can't wait to
be better at it, for them. Good luck with your own playing and progress.

REPORT END OF MARCH 2010

New Zealand's getting colder now it's the end of March. One lunchtime on
a rainy day I went out to the car parking building where I sometimes
practice. I was amused to be practicing 'Grey Funnel Line'  - about a navy
sailor on watch in bleak seas - in a cold windy car park . It made the
song and the concertina come alive, I loved it. My offering to you this
report is the song, The Ballad of Ben Hall, an Australian folk song, on
YouTube. The words are at
http://www.informatik.uni-
hamburg.de/~zierke/martin.carthy/songs/streetsofforbes.html.
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English concertina keyboard map – ARPEGGIOS AND OCTAVES for some common
keys    Left side and right side
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I'm still practicing twice a day, this is about day 82 I think, getting more
comfortable with the chords, for accompanying singing. Would be more
efficient if I focussed better on achieving things instead of so often just
dreamily trying to play by ear the various tunes I know. But even this
clumsy learning is slowly merging me with the instrument in the way I
want. I might weaken and buy an instruction book one of these days.

Last week at the folk club, a visiting accordion player, Alistair Brown, was
guest artist. He's a fine Scot character playing his two anglo concertinas
and telling stories and jokes. Afterwards we had a jam session, me on
guitar backing him. We did the Canadian song 'Make and Break Harbour'
which is perfect for concertina. You can see it on YouTube
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6E2DFa18kYI . Signing off until
mid-April, keep puffing and tooting, regards, Bruce Thomson.

HERE'S THE MID-APRIL REPORT

Summary report at Mid-April (100 days straight. 265 days to go to make
it a year.)

Hi folks, the frequent, real enjoyment of playing now makes things easier
even to the point sometimes of extending a practice into tiredness or
running overtime instead of watching the clock. This is what I can do
after 100 days: Play the chords for C F G A D E and their 7ths and Em
Gm Am. Read the notation to learn a simple tune in C or D or G (I
already knew notation for piano and guitar). By ear, play several
favourite tunes, some usually without error, and can guess-play other
tunes although with mistakes and stops. Slowly with errors play one tune
adding harmony notes added by ear. Record into PC the favourite tunes
and accompany them with guitar, and add that to make a self-duet, great
joy. Example tune recorded is 'Devil's Dream' - please forgive my
occasional concertina errors if you see me playing it in the YouTube video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5NrGCwx_H4.  I love that tune.

Perhaps the most important discovery in the 100 days was the advantage
if you 'slow down and concentrate' on conquering a small, enjoyable
chunk, when learning. I struggle to find the time to practice. I've noticed
all sorts of symmetry in the chord shapes on the keyboard map. Seeing it
on paper really helps. Chords are echoed between left and right. Minors
and majors are only a step away from each other, scales repeat by
alternating to the other hand, etc, etc.

The other night on the weary walk home from work in the night, I
decided to just sit down at the waterfront here in Wellington, New
Zealand, and do my practice there with the water lapping and the
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highrise reflections waving. (New Zealand is named after Dutch 'Zeeland'
- sea-land), Abel Tasman, I think. Of course the sea reminded me of the
wonderful song, 'The Port of Amsterdam' by Jacques Brel, so I played
that, wonderful, magical experience. You can hear him sing it in French at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNeR0HkDMks&feature=related and
I'm hoping I might have it off for the end of April on my accordion. The
words are an epic: the dirty, ragged, drinking-and-wenching Dutch
sailors who live, grow old and and die in and out of the Port of
Amsterdam. But instead I might do the song, 'Sur la route de Louviers', a
vulgar comical song I've sung for decades on guitar, but it much better
suits the concertina. I'm thrilled to play it that way these days on mine.

My skill is almost good enough that I'll be able to play in parks without
offending other people, but I'll wait a bit. I haven't taken it to the folk
club yet either, I'll stumble if they accompany me. I'm just enjoying
building ability, loving accompanying myself with the concertina, and
using the guitar to accompany recordings. Getting my fingers to express
through the buttons, effortlessly, whatever music is in my heart and
mind. I hope you're having as much joy as I am. Till next time, keep
pressing those magical buttons.

HERE'S A FEW WORDS FOR END-APRIL

Got the blahs a fair bit this past fortnight, but I stuck with it, never
missed a day, just didn't progress very fast. The video is at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=212sSa-pjCo for anyone interested.
It's a Jacques Brel song 'La Chanson des Vieux Amants', in French, I've
always liked 'The Song of the Longtime Lovers'. The words are about a
guy who's singing to his love that, despite twenty years of stormy fights,
he still loves her, his 'soft, tender, marvellous love'. I was pleased to
debut at the local folk club last Friday. Some beautiful harmony with the
others who play accordion and concertina, songs and tunes we've played
for about a decade, this time me on concertina too (instead of guitar.)
The guys laughed at me doing that song, but I just told them they were
Philistines and kept playing. Learning - I still reckon I'm learning
clumsily. Just so tired sometimes, I dream through the practice, don't
plan enough or organise, just dumbly fumble along, discovering nice
things now and again, adding them to my modest skills. I admit I am
frequently thrilled by what happens. A favourite way to refresh things is
to play in a new place outside - so far I've enjoyed green parks, some
ugly car parking buildings, train stations, waterfront, at work late when
the cleaners are doing the office. Very satisfying to be gaining familiarity
with whatever chord is needed for whatever song I'm doing. Another
great motivator is recording, then accompanying on another instrument if
you know one. I can now also get away with playing in a public place and
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English concertina keyboard map – SCALES for some common keys
Bruce (Tomo) Thomson 20 Lyndhurst St. Chelwood Village, Palmerston North 06 357 7773  021 176 9711 bruce@nettel.net.nz
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getting some smiles instead of grimaces. One day I'm determined they'll
say, that's beautiful, and the women will give me their business cards. I
long to have a decent concertina instead of this junk Sunny brand I got
for about $295 as a starter one off eBay. It's hard to push or pull, too big
and clunky, several notes 'comically' don't work well or at all, had to
replace the thumb straps. After 365 days I plan to buy a decent one. I
drool at some of the Wheatstones and Lachenals. Dunnno whether you
can get anything decent for about a thousand or two US, but I'll look.
Anyway, keep on keeping on.  Cheers, Bruce Thomson.

REPORT MID-MAY

Hi folks, during these past two weeks I focussed my twice-a-day 30
minute practices on learning to play the lively tune, 'Redhaired Boy'.
Practicing at lunchtime on a grey day in a drab car park roof, I attracted
the attention of two gloomy looking Chinese painters taking a lunch break
too. They came over, seemed cheered by the music, and complimented
me politely. If interested you can see it on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRUMCa41V3o.
I also resolved to buy a decent concertina. Pauline de Snoo pointed me to
a guy, saying "have a look at website Barleycorn concertinas".  I found
that he trades in concertinas, has dozens of them. His name is Chris
Algar, in the UK. I've phoned him and am likely to buy from him. When
learning 'Redhaired Boy' I did about fifty tries of recording it, all failing
until the one mentioned above. I realised the reason was that I wasn't
balancing the bellows properly - the two sides of the bellows nearest to
me were becoming too close together, making it harder to play the
buttons nearest to me. I need to keep the bellows twisted 'outwards' so
that they close away from me instead of near to me. Something like that.
Last Friday I played in a whiteboard concert, accompanied on guitar by a
friend - I did 'Redhaired Boy' of course. It was my first concert. Also did
chords-version of 'Ballad of Ben Hall', both went okay - I got 'credible'
praise from a flatmate, so I was pleased. Now I'm going to see if I can do
the melody of Ashokan Farewell, and then second-track-record it with the
chords version I did in a previous report. Two concertinas is totally lovely.
Hope you are enjoying your playing too.

HERE'S THE END-OF-MAY REPORT

Hi from cold, rainy New Zealand mid-winter. Fingers went numb playing
the concertina in the dripping car park during lunchtimes, so practices
sometimes trimmed down to 20 minutes. But it's day 146 now without
missing either of the two daily practices, and I managed to learn the tune
'Ashokan
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Farewell' so that I could duet myself on YouTube for this report (see
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YE-kZ53wsw).

The 'new' antique concertina I ordered from Chris Algar is in Auckland,
and should be here in a few days. Picture attached. It cost 900 pounds,
plus lots of freight and tax. Last week I stumbled across some lovely
playing by the Fitzgerald family in Ireland. Concertina (girl) and flute
(brother). At first experience, the one of the little girl playing put tears in
my eyes that I'd never had kids. Have a look at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsDmuIfhS-I&feature=related.
and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFc91EwdmK8&NR=1.

The next couple of clips illustrate timing in another realm, bluegrass,
which I've played for years. Lately I've been examining the importance of
exact, mesmerising timing (induction of euphoric brain states).  If you
get timing right, it's marvellous, if you don't it's bland. I might try the
concertina in bluegrass in future when I'm good enough to try. Have a
look at the 'Punch Brothers'. They illustrate dazzling, playful timing,
harmony and comradeship.
First, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJQcabkYOEs&feature=related
then a humorous one 'If you're gonna leave me, set me up with one of
your friends'
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gyP29q1UTd4&feature=related
and finally this one, how they do it I don't know, amazing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krf5qQq9bNY&feature=related.

Good luck with your playing, have lots of fun.

REPORT CONTINUED

Very happy now after buying a 'new' Lachenal 48-button antique
concertina from Steve Algar at Barleycorn (see
http://www.concertina.co.uk/).  He's a dealer with perhaps the biggest
stock of concertinas in the world, so I was able to request and get a soft
tone one, nicely refurbished, and benefit from his seemingly very good
knowledge of concertinas. He reckons it was made about 1850/1860.
Vastly better than the learner one I got off eBay (that one's already sold
on TradeMe here in NZ, bidding still going). My YouTube video shows the
new concertina - being played my amateur me rather than a pro, but
never mind, I might get there. The tune is taken from an old blues song
called, 'Things About Comin' My Way'. I recorded the tune, added a
chords backing track and a guitar backing track - please forgive the
imperfect synchronisation, best I could do, must get a decent video
authoring software. I also mention a very handy folding stool I keep in
my backpack with my concertina. It enables me to sit comfortably
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anywhere there's no chairs, e.g. on grass or ground at a folk festival. You
can search the web for 'folding stool' and get one for about $US27 or
maybe at your local hunting shop or army surplus store. Anyway, for
anyone interested, my YouTube video showing all this is at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceXwGIzOr34.

See you in two weeks, cheers, Bruce Thomson. <>
Since this last report I have give Bruce some hints for practicing. I
suggested that he might want to focus on just a few scales and some
chords and a few tunes in the keys that go with these. He should pay
those really very slowly and with a lot of thought. A little zen-like. That
may lead to faster progress. I hope he will report about this in next
report . As you see he sends them very regularly. PS

PRESS RELEASE
Jump at the Sun - the long awaited tune
book by John Kirkpatrick, has now been
published and will be invaluable to all those
interested in his work and his contribution to
English dance music.
Quarry House Publishing

So how do you sum up a life spent writing and
playing music - you put it all in a book!

With 138 titles, the book has all John’s tunes, with chords, notes, and
discography so you can find where he has recorded them (well, nearly all
of them).  And the inside covers are full of photos of his journey from
fledgling melodeon player to squeeze-box aficionado supreme.

Whilst of particular interest to concertina and accordion players, the tune
book is accessible for all melody instruments.  In a break from a long
tradition, John has decided to write out all the chords for his tunes, for
reasons you can read about in his introduction to the book.

There are 29 polkas & reels, 18 jigs, 5 slip jigs, 14 hornpipes and
schottisches, 7 triple hornpipes, and 16 waltzes & mazurkas. To go with
John’s love of The Shropshire Bedlams, there are the 14 tunes he has
written for them, plus 7 tunes where John has added his own
arrangements to a range of traditional tunes that he has performed. And
finally there is a Miscellany section of 28 tunes written for various
occasions over the years.
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In the Additives section, John has written out all the variations he wrote
for The Devil among the Tailors and he performed on his first LP, and for
concertina players there is his arrangement of Mattheson’s Gigue.

And, of course, the famous Jump at the Sun. This was one of the first
tunes that John ever wrote, which came to him whilst walking over
Wimbledon Common, and the tune has become so famous that it is
recorded by all sorts of artists and groups, many of whom think that it is
a traditional tune.

Jump at the Sun will be available for sale at £13.00 plus £2.00 p+p
from Quarry House Publishing, Quarry House, Tolhurst, Wadhurst, East
Sussex, TN5 7LJ. For overseas postal rates, email info@quarry-
house.co.uk.

AGM Saturday 6 November 2010 in Nottingham

Friday Night - 5th November
If anyone was travellling to Nottingham the night before and wanted to
meet up,there is a pub that has provisionally let us use their upstairs
room. This is in the City Centre and there's plenty of public car parks
nearby.
 Bingham Folk Club - Alternatively, the nearest Friday night folk club is at
Bingham a town near Nottingham (about 30 mins drive from Nottingham
City Centre)

The AGM, including workshop and concert is from 9.30 am to about 10
pm at:
Kingswood Methodist Church
Lambourne Drive
Wollaton
Notttingham
NG8 1GR

The meeting will feature a workshop (song accompaniment) by Steve
Turner in the morning and a concert by Steve Turner after the AGM, in
the early evening. Steve Turner has been interviewed in Concertina World
441 , where you can read more about him. He is also mentioned in the
interview with Tom Cunliff in this edition.

More infomation about he AGM can be found on the website
www.concertina.org in October 2010.

The church, where the AGM is being held,  is in a surburb on the West of
the City and is about a 10 min drive off the M1. There are spaces for
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approx. 30 cars in the car park and plenty of space in the surrounding
streets. And Nottingham has a park and ride car park.

There is a great fish and chip shop nearby and there are two pubs at the
end of the road (a gastro pub and one serving regular fare)

http://www.thewollaton.co.uk/ (2 mins away).

Please let the secretary know if you are coming and we hope to
see many members. Email secretary@concertina,org<>

Errata
Peter Dyson

There is an error in the web address given for Reg Hall's book on Scan
Tester in CW 445.
The web address for Reg Hall's book "I Never Played to Many Posh
Dances" was incomplete.

The full address is:

http://www.mustrad.org.uk/articles/r_hall.htm

Errata, PS:

Went missing in Concertina World 445 on page 17 just before
“Tom Carey learned...”

Tom Carey, from Cree (West Clare), had his first concertina lessons many
years before Claire Keville was born, and this CD is long overdue. I once
found myself in Crotty’s pub in Kilrush and gradually realised that the
gentle man next to me, playing a battered Jeffries, was the same fine
player I had many years earlier heard on a Free Reed recording! Time
has not weakened Tom Carey’s style since the release of those 3 tracks.
The tunes are very much from the heart of the tradition, and there is a
light but determined pulse to these jigs and reels (with one slow air and a
hornpipe), which, sprinkled with some “same direction” decorations give
a dancing lift to the playing. The bellows use, and the variation from
legato to more staccato passages add to a certain sense of urgency,
particularly on the reels, though the playing never races out of control,
and always has a rich, expressive warmth. Gentle backup is provided by
Josephine Marsh (accordion) and Therese McInerney (fiddle). A timely
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and beautifully executed reminder of  styles that developed over the first

half of the 20th Century, the CD is simply entitled “Tom Carey” (GL0002).

Full article can be found on website www.concertina.org PS <>

Concertina for Sale

I have a Wheatstone Single Action Baritone for sale.

It has Rosewood ends, 48 metal keys, 7-fold leather bellows and
is tuned in concert pitch.  The serial number is 19475, dated at
1877 in the Wheatstone Ledgers where it is described as
“Baritone steel Special”.  It  has the two-tier reed pan
construction found in Bass concertinas and has a mellow
woodwind-like tone. There is a crack and slight damage to the
fretwork of one end.  This is an old injury and appears to be
quite stable.  The concertina plays very well and lives in its
original heavy Rosewood case. The instrument was valued at
£2000 for insurance 2 years ago. Asking price is £1800.

Peter Law

Tel: 01244 383976
Email: peter.law@btinternet.com <>

Jody Kruskal will be appearing in concert at Stortfolk! on
Sept 23rd (from approx. 8.30pm) in their new venue : the
Royal British Legion, 28 Windhill, Bishops Stortford, Herts, CM23
2NG : Tel: 01279 656664/ mob: 07805542837.

Jon McNamara



If you want to participate in a growing and active group
of concertina players then become member of the

International Concertina Association

ICA

Membership is worldwide and covers a wide range of interests and information

-  Regularly new information and tunes on website

- publication of the ICA magazine Concertina World with

     a music supplement

- publication of Papers of the ICA (PICA)

- all kinds of musical styles are represented

- all types of concertina are represented; english,

anglo and duet concertina

- information on and about concertina events,

workshops, weekends and other meetings

- information on instrument dealers, builders and

repairers

- sources of music

- contact between players

- concertina library

- concertina archive

-    sponsoring of events and players

Annual General Meeting
6 November 2010 in

Nottingham
(see page 36)

                     www.concertina.org


